
A 2021 report recently revealed a 450% surge in identity breaches (involving usernames and passwords) 
globally. The report also found that unauthorized access was the top reason for all breaches – 43% of them in 
2020 alone – for the third consecutive year.

When building a SaaS product, the last thing you want to worry about is a safe environment to develop it in. With 
multiple developers needing to sign in from as many locations and channels, you just can’t afford the time and 
effort of developing several sign-in and authentication processes.

Hanko’s cloud-hosted, completely passwordless authentication API enables strong, scalable multi-factor 
authentication that empowers you to build anytime, anywhere – while still ensuring a frictionless experience for 
your developers. The best part? You can focus on your product without a single worry about security incidents or 
compliance woes, allowing you to fast-track time to market – and revenue.

Fast-track Product Cycles with 
Breach-proof Environments

Technical Brochure

Breakthrough Passwordless Authentication for 
Uber-Secure Environments that Accelerate Time to Market

The Only Logical Security Solution 
for the Modern SaaS Business



  Robust security, 
  end to end

Exceed security requirements with a 
FIDO-certified, open standards-based, 
biometric authentication framework that 
affords multi-factor, phishing-proof security. 

Deploy the latest security standards and 
always stay on top of compliance 
requirements

Leverage the capabilities of end-user devices 
to enable frictionless, error-proof 
authentication with none of the usual 
requirements for special hardware or 
vulnerable mechanisms such as OTPs. 

  Quick, cost-effective, painless   
  integration and deployment

Leverage the complete Hanko SDKs to 
immediately enable passwordless two-factor 
authentication-as-a-service – minus the 
stress of re-developing, testing, staging, and 
launching a new solution from scratch. 

Build from
scratch

With
Hanko

Directly integrate passwordless 
authentication into your frontend (across the 
board) in just days with the help of our 
complete toolkit including purpose-built 
APIs and SDKs, best-of-breed FIDO servers, 
detailed instructions, demo codes, 
illustrative implementations, and 
industry-leading best practices. 

  Industry-leading security standards  
  and unparalleled user experience

Leverage open FIDO web standards that 
have been developed by the likes of Google, 
Microsoft, Apple, and Mozilla. 

Enable FIDO-approved, user-native 
biometric authentication methods that are 
fraud-proof and built for the future, while at 
the same time freeing yourself up for core 
operations.

Advanced Security for Innovative Product Builders

Hanko Impact for Technology Teams

Implement FIDO Server

FIDCO Certification

Passwordless login & register UI flows

Self-service Authenticator Device Management

Scalable High- Availability Architecture

Integration
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Hanko Solution Architecture

  Hanko 
  FIDO server

Our FIDO® Server, certified by the FIDO 
Alliance for FIDO2 authentication, enables 
passwordless authentication with the help of 
WebAuthn Roaming Authenticators (FIDO2 
Security Keys) and Platform Authenticators 
(Windows Hello, Android), as well as FIDO 
UAF in conjunction with the white-label 
Hanko Authenticator App (or Hanko FIDO 
UAF Mobile SDKs for iOS and Android).

  Hanko 
  API

Our API, built on RESTful principles, is the 
core interface that manages user 
authenticators between your application and 
the Hanko FIDO server. It also handles push 
notifications for app-based authentication.

  Hanko
  Authenticator App

Our  production-ready, white-label iOS and 
Android-compatible authenticator apps allow 
users to conveniently manage their private 
keys using a pre-approved hardware device 
that can validate your authentication requests.

  Hanko
  console

This is the management interface for all 
authorized parties. It helps you configure 
all user settings, and allows administrators 
to generate API keys and configure 
permissible authentication methods.

  Hanko SDKs
  and plugins

These include a range of mobile, 
server-side, and client-side SDKs to allow 
the Hanko Authentication API to integrate 
into your application infrastructure 
seamlessly. If you use Keycloak for access 
management, you can integrate it with 
Hanko using our Keycloak plugin.

To learn more about Hanko, access 
in-depth technical overview

Getting started with WebAuthn / 
FIDO2 & Hanko

Hanko Integration Guide

Hanko Developer Console

Hanko APIs
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https://docs.hanko.io/#/auth/quickstart/webauthn/quick-start-webauthn
https://docs.hanko.io/#/auth/api/security
https://docs.hanko.io/#/auth/integration/overview
https://docs.hanko.io/#/auth/api/security


Next-level Security for 
Next-gen Products
As security threats escalate and remote 
workforces become the norm, it is 
becoming increasingly obvious that the 
best place to prevent untoward incidents, 
big or small, is at the door. Error-proof 
authentication is thus the most logical 
way for rapidly scaling SaaS businesses 
to ensure completely secure developer 
access at all times, thus accelerating 
product cycles and time to market. 
Hanko’s new-age, robust, passwordless 
authentication eliminates the security risks 
posed by unsecured device and network 
access, allowing you to save precious time 
and effort – which can instead be diverted 
to product development.

Say hello to Hanko’s Passwordless 
Authentication and enjoy the creative 
freedom of single-minded product 
development!

Why Hanko?

Shery Ghahraman
Sales Manager

For additional information please contact

+49 (0) 174 189 9973      
shery.ghahraman@hanko.io

Accelerated deployment thanks to 
plug-and-play APIs that are compatible 
with all modern devices and complete 
SDKs with deployment support 

Passwordless, tamper-proof means of 
authenticating each end-user across  
infinite channels and devices

No additional software or 
keychains to manage, no 
password maintenance

Proven enterprise security frameworks and 
toolkits to easily deploy at scale across 
ecosystems, making your technology and 
development teams more effective

About
Hanko
Hanko is a Software-as-a-Service startup 
offering solutions for easy-to-use and 
secure authentication without passwords. 
Hanko’s Authentication Platform enables 
an effortless transition to password-free 
multi-factor logins and thus helps to 
increase the usability of authentication 
processes and to close security gaps. The 
company is a member of the international 
FIDO Alliance and the first European 
provider of a certified FIDO solution. With 
a developer API as its core product, Hanko 
is helping software developers to build and 
run their identity solutions without the 
complexity of implementing everything on 
their own. Hanko’s customers include 
international software and cloud providers, 
the public sector, and companies in the 
financial and healthcare sectors.




